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“Stable isotope!  
We started to work with you 30 years ago ...!”�
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Sato et al. (1986) Plant Cell 
Physiol. 27: 819-835   

Recycling will yield 
chimeric isotopomers�

But, we need a more refined method of analysis  
with a new computer and a new mass spectrometer. 



Simple experimental system�
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•  Cyanobacteria  
– Anabaena variabilis M3 (= PCC 7118) 
– Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 

•  Incorporation of 13C from NaH13CO3 
(photosynthetic labeling is of wide use) 

•  Topics: acyl exchange or recycling, 
desaturation, epimerization 
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Divergent pathways of galactolipid biosynthesis 



Glyceroglycolipid synthesis in cyanobacteria as 
deduced from radioactive experiments�

5 Sato and Murata (1982) BBA  710: 279-289 

Metabolic 
analysis was 
performed in M3, 
whereas genetic 
analysis was 
done in 6803 



Cautions in using 13C�
•  13C exists at a natural abundance (1.08%)�
•  Molecules that are labeled with a certain level of 

13C enrichment (definded as p�are a population of 
isotopomers according to the Poisson distribusion�

•  The 13C enrichment (p) follows a distribution: f(p) 
    (labeled population and unlabeled population)�
•  f(p) might be different in different parts of a 

molecule 
•  If appropriate mathematical treatment is used, the 

complex distribution of 13C can be used as a rich 
source of information�
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f(p): Distribution of p and isotopomers�
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Three different pools of p� �����	
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Conversion of isotopomers into  
distribution of p allows recognition of 
different metabolic pools�

(Isotopic abundance) 
Peak model 
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Analysis of MS data�

Implemented in 
C13dist program 



Two models�

•  Fixed interval model 
    General pattern of labeling 

•  Peak model 
    Exact p value of the labeled population�
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Flow of MGDG synthesis in Synechocystis�

Blue: unrelated peaks 

Fixed interval model 



Flow of carbon in MGDG synthesis in Anabaena (1)�
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Saturated species 
was at a very low 
level 



Flow of carbon in MGDG synthesis in Anabaena (2)�
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LC-MS/MS analysis of 
isotopomers�



LC-MS/MS�
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Conclusion�
•  The distribution of isotopomers resulting from 

photosynthetically incorporated 13C is complex, but 
Non Negative Least Square analysis is effective in 
estimating different pools�

•  The method allows to detect “chimeric isotopomers” 
that are labeled in only some parts, which were 
confirmed by MS/MS analysis�

•  Epimerization and desaturation proceed via lipid-
linked pathway (Awai et al. for identification of mgdE)�

•  Not only exogenously incorporated CO2 but also an 
internal carbon pool is used for lipid biosynthesis (5% 
of total flow in Synechocystis, and 10% in Anabaena�
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